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For this film, GOOD NIGHT, AND GOOD LUCK., I felt that the words were much more important. So I wanted the
words to be the star, the silence to be the star. That meant the camera had to almost not exist at all. So the development
for me as a director was in trying not to do what I had done before. This time I had to try and do exactly the opposite. I
had to “sit” quietly, both in the musical score and the sound, and in the camera moves and editing. Part of it was simply
Murrow writing really beautiful lines and David Strathairn, looking at the camera for a four and half minute speech, giving
a great performance. In a way, you get credit for things you really had nothing to do with.
								
								
George Clooney, Set Decor Winter 2005
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Growing up the son of a news anchor, George Clooney looked upon Edward R. Murrow as a family hero. He and coproducer Grant Heslov weighed a number of potential projects about the legendary newsman, but chose to write their
own story, narrowing their focus to the period of time in the early 1950s when Murrow went head-to-head with Senator
Joseph McCarthy over the senator’s anti-communist witch hunts. The film gives huge chunks of screen time to Strathairn reciting
Murrow’s speeches, a daring move for a mainstream feature film. But the power of Murrow’s words is matched by the mastery of
Straithairn’s performance. From mimicry of Murrow’s voice to the signature “Murrow look”
to his cigarette-handling skills, Straithairn completely inhabits the role.
DIRECTED BY GEORGE CLOONEY (2005) 93 MIN.
WRITTEN
BY GEORGE CLOONEY AND GRANT HESLOV
When it came to casting Senator McCarthy, Grant Heslov said, “We realized that whomever
CINEMATOGRAPHY BY ROBERT ELSWIT
we got to play McCarthy, no matter how good they were, nobody was going to believe
it…” So instead, they let the senator play himself, and the producers licensed 20 minutes
RELEASED BY WARNER INDEPENDENT PICTURES
of footage from the CBS News Archive, from speeches to McCarthy’s Senate hearings
to segments from two of Murrow’s television programs, SEE IT NOW and PERSON TO
STARRING DAVID STRATHAIRN, GEORGE CLOONEY,
PERSON. The footage was used on television monitors in the CBS News control room, as
FRANK LANGELLA, PATRICIA CLARKSON, ROBERT
well as scenes showing the crew reviewing raw footage in the projection room. Since the
DOWNEY, JR., JEFF DANIELS, AND DIANNE REEVES
televised hearing footage was in black and white, the producers decided to match the look
in the rest of the film, and designed the film for release in black and white. The film was
not shot in black and white, though: in order to maximize the tonal range, limit the graininess of the resulting image, and take advantage of
long zoom lenses that worked best with color film stock, cinematographer Robert Elswit shot the film on Kodak color negative film, then
used software to create a black and white digital intermediate, which was finally printed to black and white film stock.
The film was made on a tight budget, limited space, and a quick six-week shooting schedule. Set designer James Bissell designed all of
the sets to fit on one soundstage, including a rotating elevator, so that each time the door opened, the elevator car had turned 90°,
revealing a new floor located next to the previous one on the set. In addition, the same hallway could be decorated multiple times to stand
in for various floors in the CBS building. In one scene, an elevator door opens to reveal the CBS Records office. Once the door is closed,
the CBS Records wall was quickly removed by the crew, and when door reopened, a “new floor” was revealed, utilizing the same space.

DID YOU KNOW: DURING THE MAKING OF THE FILM, ART DIRECTOR CHRISTA MUNRO LEARNED THAT FOX WAS DISMANTLING THE SET FOR
SGT. SIPOWICZ’S APARTMENT FROM NYPD BLUE. THE SIPOWICZ BEDROOM AND BATHROOM BECAME THE APARTMENT OF THE WERSHBAS
(PATRICIA CLARKSON AND ROBERT DOWNEY, JR.) AND HIS KITCHEN AND LIVING ROOM BECAME THE HOME OF DON HOLLENBECK (RAY WISE).
NEXT UP: SAY GOODBYE TO THAT “...FEBRUARY FACE, SO FULL OF FROST, OF STORM AND CLOUDINESS...” AND JOIN US FOR A SPECIAL MATINEE SCREENING
OF DIRECTOR KENNETH BRANAGH’S JOYOUS 1993 ADAPTATION OF SHAKESPEARE’S MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING ON SUNDAY, MARCH 22 AT 2:00 P.M.

